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in. classes. and. conversations,. he.brought. ancient.philosophy. to. life .He.
could.make.one.see.why.an.ancient.philosopher.had.held.a.certain.view,.
how.that.view.connected.with.other.views.of.this.same.philosopher,.or.of.











paper,. entitled. “Bemerkungen. zum.Text. der.Aporienpassage. in. Platons.
Sophistes”,.in.Phronesis, the.leading.journal.for.ancient.philosophy .Frede.
spent.most.of.his.student.years.at.the.University.of.Göttingen,.where.he.
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obtained.his.doctorate.in.1966.under.the.supervision.of.Günther.Patzig .
His.dissertation,.a.meticulous.study.of.the.uses.of.the.verb.“to.be”.in.Pla-
to’s.Sophist,.was.published.in.1967.as.Prädikation und Existenzaussage 1.
Frede.stayed.in.Göttingen.for.a.few.more.years.as.a.junior.faculty.mem-
ber .In.1972.he.submitted.a.magisterial.study.of.Stoic.logic.as.his.Habili-
tationsschrift,.which.was.published.in.1974.as.Die Stoische Logik 
Although.he.could.easily.have.pursued.his.academic.career.in.Ger-




medicine,. and.grammar .Most.of. these.papers.were. collected. in. a.vol-
ume. entitled. Essays in Ancient Philosophy,. including. his. two. seminal.
















er’s. translation. from. the.Arabic) . Frede’s. 26-page. introduction. gives. a.
philosophically. relevant. survey. of. the. debate. on. the. nature. of. medical.
knowledge. that. continued. for. centuries. among. the. three. main. medical.
schools.in.antiquity,.and.traces.Galen’s.position.in.that.debate 
As.a.fellow.of.the.Wissenschaftskolleg.in.Berlin.during.the.academic.





2. “The. Stoics. and. Skeptics. on. Clear. and. Distinct. Impressions”. and. “The. Skep-
tic’s Beliefs”, both translated in P. Gregorić, F. Grgić and M. Hudoletnjak Grgić (eds.), 
Helenistička filozofija: Epikurovci, stoici, skeptici.(Zagreb,.2005) 
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mentary.of. the.central. and.most.difficult.of.all. the.books.of.Aristotle’s.
Metaphysics . Published. in. two. volumes. as. Aristoteles ‘Metaphysik Z’: 











and.periodicals,.and.also. took.part. in.several.collaborative.projects .He.
edited. a. collection. of. papers. in. honour. of. Patzig. together. with. Gisela.
Striker.(Rationality in Greek Thought,.1996),.including.Frede’s.excellent.
introduction.and.his.illuminating.paper.entitled.“Aristotle’s.Rationalism” .
The.two.aforementioned.papers.on.sceptic.philosophy.appeared.in.a.col-
lection.he.edited.together.with.Myles.Burnyeat.(The Original Sceptics: A 
Controversy,. 1997) .He. also. edited,. along.with.Polymnia.Athanassiadi,.
an. interdisciplinary.collection.of.papers.dealing.with. theories.and.prac-
tices.of.ancient.pagan.monotheism.(Pagan Monotheism in Late Antiquity,.
1999) .Together.with.David.Charles,.Frede.edited.the.papers.from.the.11th.
Symposium.Aristotelicum,.which.was.devoted.to.the.twelfth.book.of.Ar-








took.part. in. smaller. conferences.organised.by.his. colleagues.or. former.
students,.where.his.presence.guaranteed.a.high.level.of.discussion,.if.not.
always.contributing. to.a. relaxed.atmosphere . It. took.one.a.while. to.get.
used.to.Frede’s.unfaltering.way.of.making.remarks.and.raising.questions.
that.drew.on.his.vast.knowledge.and.passion.for.ancient.philosophy 
3.In P. Gregorić and F. Grgić (eds.), Aristotelova Metafizika: Zbirka rasprava.(Za-
greb,.2003) .This.collection.contains.another.paper.by.Michael.Frede.in.Croatian.trans-
lation:. “Aristotle’s.Notion.of.Potentiality. in.Metaphysics Θ”, originally published in T. 
Scaltsas,.D .Charles.and.M .L .Gill.(eds ),.Unity, Identity and Explanation in Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics.(Oxford,.1994) 







































in. a. less. formal. manner,. in. some. nearby. café . His. virtues. as. a. teacher.
were.especially.manifest.in.his.tutorial.sessions:.his.inexhaustible.passion.
for. the.subject,.articulateness,. learning,. the.care.with.which.he.read.his.
students’.writings,.and.the.patience.he.had.with.them .All.of.this.earned.
















Michael’s. commentary. would. have. been. a. true. heir. to. the. tradition. of.
Simplicius,.Philoponus,.Averroës.and.Aquinas,.and.it.is.most.unfortunate.
that.he.had.to.join.them.before.carrying.out.his.plan 
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